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Zepter Drina Hotel
Address: Vojvode Misica
Street 5, Bajina Basta
City: Bajina Basta
ZIP code: 31250
Country Serbia
Phone +381 11 39 60 388
hoteldrina@bestsolutions.rs

No of rooms

No of halls

NAJVEĆA SALA

74

2

250

Surrounding
City

About us

Facilities

The luxurious and modern hotel Drina, a high category, is located in the very center of

WiFi
Restaurant
Open parking lot
Business center

Bajina Bašta near the Drina River, at one side and Tara mountain on the another side.
The hotel building is located between the two main streets of the city, on the
pedestrian zone.
The hotel consists of a lobby, ground floor and three floors. In addition to 29 modernly
equipped accommodation units (deluxe rooms) and 45 renovated standard rooms, of
which five are apartment type, the hotel also has a congress hall (capacity 250 seats),
fully equipped for holding congresses and seminars. In the hotel restaurant Drina (150
seats) all kinds of events can be organized, and on the menu there are the most
delicious local and international specialties prepared on a healthy - Zepter way. The
hotel also has a pizzeria, as well as a covered outdoor terrace that goes directly to the
main square.

Accommodation

45 standard rooms, 29 deluxe rooms. All working and standard can be single and
double use, there is the possibility to create 20 triple rooms.

Conference capacities
Main conference room with 250 seats in full capacity available for all conferences and
events. Meeting room is equiped with all necessary A/V equippment for succesfull
organizing different events and meetings.

Additional facilities
Numerous activities in nature in sourandings of Tara, Drina, Mokra Gora, Zlatibor.
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* Capacities by halls for different seating styles

Technical equipment
Projector
Flipchart
Projection canvas
Laptop
Rostrum

Location
168 km distance from Belgrade airport, 40 km from Uzice

GPS coordinates
19.568767 (Dužine / Longitude)
43.970708 (Širine / Latitude)

Satusfied clinets

Pharmaswiss
Smeits
Institut Vinca
Mercator

